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An Tostal: The Charlotte M Read Memorial Trophy sculpted by Stephen Read

Awarded in recognition of a career of outstanding achievement, both competitive and non-competitive, of a purebred stallion

Guidelines:
- Has reached the age of 15 years or deceased.
- Although all achievements, both competitive and non-competitive, are considered, results at nationally recognized competition, shall take precedence over a quantity of awards at local competitions
- The stallion must be promoted as a stallion

Camlin: Trophy donated by Garnet Irwin, Ireland
Awarded in recognition of a career of outstanding competitive achievement in a purebred mare or gelding.

Guidelines:
- Has reached the age of 15 or deceased.
- Rewards outstanding performance in one discipline or good results in several disciplines.
- Emphasis shall be placed on the qualities of durability and excellence.
- Results at nationally recognized competition shall take precedence over a quantity of awards at local competitions.

Tre Awain Halfbred. Trophy donated by D.J. Moore and Laura Balding. Awarded in recognition of a career of outstanding achievements of a halfbred Connemara

Guidelines:
- Has reached the age of 15 years or deceased.
- All achievements, both competitive and non-competitive shall be considered.
- The results of nationally rated competition shall take precedence over a quantity of awards at local competitions.
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